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Abstract
Nanostructured surfaces are common in nature and exhibit properties such as antireflectivity
(moth eyes), self-cleaning (lotus leaf), iridescent colors (butterfly wings) and water harvesting
(desert beetles). We now understand these properties and can mimic some of these natural
structures in the laboratory. However, these synthetic structures are limited since they are not
easily mass produced over large areas due to the limited scalability of current technologies such
as UV-lithography, the high cost of infrastructure and the inability to pattern non-planar
surfaces. Here, we report a solution process based on block copolymer (BCP) self-assembly to
fabricate sub-wavelength structures on large areas of optical and curved surfaces with feature
sizes and spacings designed to efficiently scatter visible light. Si nanopillars (SiNPs) with

diameters of ~115±19 nm, periodicity of 180 ± 18 nm and aspect ratio of 2-15 show a reduction
in reflectivity by a factor of 100, < 0.16% between 400-900 nm at AOI 30°. Significantly, the
reflectivity remains below 1.75% up to incident angles of 75°. Modelling the efficiency of a
SiNP PV suggests a 24.6% increase in efficiency - representing a 3.52% (absolute) or 16.7%
(relative) increase in electrical energy output from the PV system compared to the AR-coated
device.
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Block copolymer (BCP) self-assembly is a potential solution based process that could
offer an alternative route to produce highly ordered photonic crystal structures. However, BCP
efforts have been limited to sub-100 nm spacing/feature sizes limiting their application in optics
industry. BCPs generally form nanodomains of 5-100 nm due to microphase separation of
incompatible constitute blocks. The size and structural arrangement of the domains can be
customized by the molecular weight and volume fraction of the blocks. These BCP derived
nanostructures have been employed for the fabrication of 1D photonic crystals1,2 based on
lamellar systems, to 2D3 and 3D structures based on bicontinuous gyroid structures4, photonic
gels5,6, moth-eye structures7, higher luminescent LEDs8, antireflective coatings9 some with
improved self-cleaning properties10 and metamaterials11,12. However, advancing the
technology beyond 1D and 2D photonic crystals for manipulation of visible light has been
challenging13. In order to modulate photons in the visible and near-infrared light range (4001500 nm), lateral pattern feature/domain sizes must ensure a periodicity, graded index and
aspect ratio that minimizes broadband reflectivity, and ideally maintain reflectivity suppression
so the effect is omnidirectional. The diameter of the features being subwavelength strongly
affect reflectivity (close to quarter wavelength, but not prescriptively so). The smaller features
do not supress the reflectivity as much as the larger features do. See Figure S1. There is thought

to be an ‘inherent size limitation’ in BCP self-assembly due to significant kinetic penalties that
arise from higher molecular entanglement in ultra-high molecular weight polymers (>500
kg/mol), requiring a very long annealing time14,15. Furthermore, synthesising ultra-high
molecular weight BCPs above 500,000 kg/mol of the required monodispersity remains very
challenging15,16. Alternative strategies to increase domain dimensions such as adding
homopolymers17 and swelling the domains with ionic liquid18 have been explored, but they
introduce defects, segregation or simply do not go beyond 100 nm limit. This paper addresses
the critical element of the work extending the size limitations of BCPs from the sub-20 nm
range (as developed for semiconductor fabrication) to 100 nm16 and toward dimension ranges
expected for techniques applicable to the optics industry. Here, we exploit commercially
available block copolymers to generate periodic hexagonal domain structures with average
cylinder diameter of 115 nm and the inter cylinder spacing (L0) of greater than 160 nm, and
use these masks to make nanopillars of high aspect ratio for fabrication of omnidirectional
broadband antireflective surfaces. We show our 870 nm tall SiNPs with a tapered structure and
height: width aspect ratio >10, supress reflectivity more than 2 orders of magnitude, and from
34% to 0.16% in the range of visible light. To date, we believe this is the minimum reflectance
of nanotextured Si made by BCPs19,20 and comparable with other methods rivalling black
silicon.21 Also as we show here, this method has the potential to be used for patterning curved
surfaces.
Nanopattern formation and BCP characterization. A highly periodic BCP pattern was made
using commercially available poly(styrene-b-2-vinylpyridine) (PS-b-P2VP) with molecular
weight of about 800 kg/mol, phase separating into cylinders with diameter of 115±19 nm, and
periodicity of 180±18 nm on Si, GaN and glass (Figure 1(a-c)). Figures 1(d-f) show the topdown SEM images of various nanopillars with an excellent coverage over large substrate areas
after pattern transfer. The expected very slow kinetics for ordered microphase separation of

high molecular weight BCPs were not observed, and solvent annealing for an hour
(THF/CHCl3 at room temperature) led to the formation of highly ordered hexagonally packed
domain patterns of feature size > 100 nm (for more details see Methods, Supporting
Information). Due to slow reptation of the ultra-high molecular BCP chain (Mw>500 kg/mol),
this is a highly unexpected observation. To the best of our knowledge, to achieve a highly
ordered pattern in the range of molecular weight presented in this article (i.e. 800 kg/mol) either
requires hours14,15 and weeks1,13 of annealing at higher temperatures or involves special
polymerization methods.22 Most probably, the system seems likely to have been trapped in a
kinetically metastable phase within the thin film. We suggest that a meta-stable hexagonally
perforated lamellar (HPL) phase is formed in these thin films due to a confinement effect seen
in other systems23. Longer annealing durations (2-24 hours) does result in either a reduction
or complete loss of order in the pattern (see Figure S2), while the film remains intact on the
substrate (i.e. no dewetting is observed). This suggests the original phase separated pattern was
possibly a non-equilibrium phase rather than an equilibrium state. However, this might be an
overly simplistic view as recent papers have shown that solvent annealing is a complex process
with kinetic and thermodynamic limitations that might enable more rapid ordered microphase
separation than expected 24-26.
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Figure 1. Large domain (diameter>100 nm) of (PS-b-P2VP) on optical surfaces. AFM
topography of the phase separated polymer film on (a) Si with the FFT profile on inset, (b)
BK7 glass, and (c) GaN. SEM top-down images of (d) Si nanopillars (e) glass and (f) GaN
nanopillars after etch and pattern transfer. Cross section SEM image of (g) Si, and (h) glass
nanopillars. (i) Size distribution of the domains (diameter of the cylinders) of the polymer
pattern on Si.
To obtain more insight about the internal structure of the film, FIB-lamella cross section
TEM and STEM was performed on the polymer film after solvent annealing. Substrates were
stained with RuO4 for PS (Figure 2b), and iodine (Figure 2c) for P2VP to enhance the contrast
between PS and P2VP domains for imaging. Figure 2a shows a STEM-EDX elemental map of
the features in the iodine stained film. Figure 2c shows a perforated structure suggests the

formation of a HPL phase with stacking layers of the ABC type (since the centre of the
cylinders in the first layer is offset against the lower layer (Figure 2d)). A 3D modelling of the
structure for visualisation is presented in (Figure 2e). A video of the modelled structure is
provided in Supporting Information (Figure S3). We have studied a wide range of film
thickness from 25 to 500 nm with solvent annealing time of 1-24 h (see Figure S2). The best
result is mostly achieved at a narrow window of thickness close to the pitch of 165 nm and
within an hour of exposure to THF and CHCl3 with ratio of (2:1).
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Figure 2. Internal structure of the perforated lamellae in 800k g/mol PS-b-P2VP. (a) FIBlamella STEM cross section of the film after annealing and staining with iodine, and the
relevant EDX map, (b) after staining the film with iodine, and (c) after staining with RuO4. (d)
FIB-STEM image of polymer film after annealing and staining with iodine showing the
perforated lamellar and ABC stacking order, (e) visualization of the 3D reconstructed structure
based on STEM-LAM cross section and AFM images. For clarity P2VP domains are colored
in purple in the front plane and blue at the back plane, while PS domains are transparent.

Optical characterization. The BCP template in (Figure 1a) was used as a mask to make SiNPs
with aspect ratio of 2-15 and with heights up to 1150 nm. As a proof of concept a BK7 convex
lens with diameter of 3.2 cm was also patterned by BCPs (Figure S4). The subwavelength
patterns made by BCP self-assembly were transferred to a number of electronic, industrial and
optoeletronic substrates such as Si, glass and GaN after metal oxide inclusion27 and by plasma
etch. Figure 3 shows the average reflectivity of our “super tall” SiNPs with apex and base
diameter of 70 and 130 nm respectively and height of 870 nm within the angle of incidence
range of 30-75°. The significance of the result shown in (Figure 3) is the reduction in
reflectivity by a factor of >100 achieved by overcoming the 100 nm size limit in block
copolymers. To date, the state-of-the-art (SOA) antireflective properties of sub-wavelength
structures derived from BCPs has an average reflectivity of about 1% at best19 and often above
1%. In comparison, we achieved a broadband antireflection less than 0.16%, over the entire
spectrum of 400-900 nm at angle of incidence (AOI) of 30° with our 870 nm high SiNPs
(Figure 3a). The advance in the SOA can be shown by reference to recent work by Rahman et
al 19, for smaller domain size (sub 50 nm) and shorter nanopillars (made by BCPs), the average
value of reflectivity is 20% at higher AOIs19, while for our samples the average reflectivity
remains as low as 1.74% at AOI as high as 75°, across the Vis-NIR (visible- near infrared)
range (Figure 3). The marked reduction in visible light reflectivity from the BCP periodically
patterned textured Si surface results from scattering in the Vis-NIR range, as Fresnel reflection
and reflectivity from step-changes in refractive index are significantly reduced. It should be
mentioned although the formation of giant lamella pattern with L0 ~ 200 nm has been
demonstrated14, they do not provide the graded refractive index and index matching with the
ambient air (cause by SiNP tapering) to provide an effective medium, needed for enhanced
suppression of light reflectivity.
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Figure 3. Broadband antireflection properties of silicon nanopillars by block copolymer
self-assembly 30-75º. (a) reflectivity of planar Si (black triangles) and 870 nm SiNPs for
different values of AOI: 30º (red circle), 45º (blue star), 60º (pink diamond), 70º (green
triangle), 75º (navy square) , (b) the SEM cross section image of SiNPs with a height of 870
nm, base diameter of 130 nm and apex diameter of 70 nm. (c) Highly reflective planar Si and
(d) photographs of nanopatterned Si that appears uniformly black by elimination of visible light
reflection compared to Si (100) substrate.

Omnidirectional broadband antireflective SiNPs. The height and angle dependent optical
reflectance of the Si nanopillars was probed in the 400 – 900 nm wavelength for AOIs from
near-normal incidence to 75º. Geometric features of the Si nanopillars are characterised and
shown in (Figure 4a-f). While the periodicity of the nanopatterns remains the same for all
samples, the height of the pillars is varied by BCP processing and etching from 180 to 1150
nm. Tuning the height with high fidelity through our metal oxide inclusion27 is not achievable
through the wet etch process or polymer masks only. The nanopillars sidewall are consistently
in the range 12-15º for the period array. The general trend in reflectivity is maintained for all
AOIs (Figure 4g-4j), and by tuning the height of the nanopillars from 180 to 870 nm, we can

supresses the reflectivity more efficiently, as expected due to graded refractive index effect in
tall nanopillars with a reducing volume fraction further from the substrate. Increasing the aspect
ratio of the SiNPs increase the optical length of the incident light which can lead to multiple
reflection and scattering which subsequently can leads to more absorption. However, there
appears to be a threshold height (~870 nm) above which there is no significant change in
reflectivity (compare data for 870 nm nanopillars and 1150 nm nanopillars in Figure 4; see also
Figure 3a). A similar effect has been reported28, in which increasing the height of the pillars
leads to an increase in reflectivity while the opposite effect is expected. Due to their large
surface area, the nanopillars are susceptible to deformation due to surface forces, such as
adhesive and capillary force. During the dry etch process, greater capillary force for the high
aspect ratio nanopillars, overcomes the supportive force28, leading SiNPs to bend and aggregate
at the top which acts as a reflective surface. The SEM image (Figure 4f) confirms the
aggregation of SiNPs on top for the tallest SiNP (1150 nm), explaining the reason for lower
reflectivity in comparison to 870 nm SiNPs, which exhibits the strongest reduction in
reflectivity (0.16-1.74%) at all angles of incidences (Figure 4). The minimum angular
dependency demonstrated here could have a significant impact on photovoltaics efficiency as
it would reduce the need for an integrated mechanised tracking system that keeps the solar cells
aligned to the sun throughout the day.
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Figure 4. Omnidirectional broadband antireflective SiNPs with aspect ratio of 2-15. Geometry
configuration of highly tuneable SiNPs made by large BCPs with relevant heights at (a) 180
nm, (b) 310 nm, (c) 515 nm, (d) 610 nm, (e) 870 nm and (f) 1150 nm. The scale bars are 200
nm. Angular dependence of SiNPs with various height at different angle of incidence: (g) 45°,
(h) 60°, (i) 70° and (j) 75°. Note that the y-axis is logarithmic scale for the nanopatterned Si

data (up to the break point) and linear scale for planar Si. The legend in (g-j) demonstrate average
SiNP’s height.

Angle-resolved reflectance data in (Figure 5) demonstrate that BCP-nanopatterned
silicon surfaces are very effective in reducing silicon transparency at IR wavelengths, in
particular for common data transmission wavelengths of 1310 and 1550 nm (Figure 5a and 5b)
from Si/SiGe-based MQW LEDs29 or InGaAs/GaAs lasers30. The patterned tapered SiNP
structures with a periodicity of ~ 180 nm (~λ/2n), comprising a graded index effective medium
with a height h ~ λ/2 (i.e. 610 nm pillars at λ= 1310 nm), reduces NIR reflectivity down to 7.515% from 44% in non-patterned Si within the AOI range of 30-75° (Figure 5a) consistent with
a very effective subwavelength broadband omnidirectional antireflection coating. In the visible
range, at the He-Ne emission energy at λ = 632.8 nm (Figure 5d), resonant scattering is
considerably enhanced for 610 nm, with maximum antireflection (down to a value as low as
0.15 - 8%) up to 75° away from normal incidence. In the visible range (at 514.5 nm and 632. 8
nm) NP with heights from 870 - 1150 nm high NPs exhibit the best broadband omnidirectional
antireflection properties, and both cases exhibit aspect ratios from 10-15. The minimum
reflectivity of 0.16-1.74% at λ = 632.8 nm is achieved for 870 nm high SiNPs (aspect ratio >
10). SiNPs antireflection characteristics broadband frequencies within visible range at high
aspect ratios for deeply subwavelength diameter and periodicity. In the NIR range, shorter NPs
(lower aspect ratio for similar periodicity and diameters, are effect antireflection coatings when
h ~ λ/2.
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Figure 5. Angular reflectivity plot (0-90°) of SiNPs with different heights. At (a) λ = 1310
nm, (b) λ = 1550, (c) λ = 513 nm and (d) λ = 632.6 nm. The legends and colors demonstrate
SiNP’s height. (e) Simulated reflectance spectra of unpolarised light from nanopillars with
different pillar heights compared to planar Si and SiN coated (75-nm layer) silicon.

Simulation. We have simulated the normal reflectance of unpolarised light from the SiNP
layers across the solar emission spectrum (400 to 1200 nm) using GD-Calc, which computes
diffraction efficiencies of optical grating structures, including bi-periodic gratings. For more
information see the SI document and (Figure S7). These results are compared with the Fresnel
reflectance from uncoated silicon and SiN-coated silicon in Figure 5e. Applying simulated
reflectance results to the AM1 (overhead midday) solar spectrum and standard model for
photon absorption in monocrystalline silicon (fill factor = 0.55), the predicted conversion
efficiency of a PV panel would increase from 17.33% for untreated silicon, to 22.09% for 870
nm SiNPs. Reflectance values for an AR coating (75 nm SiN film) are also calculated and
imply an efficiency of 21.08%. Hence, the SiNPs presented in this paper would improve the
electrical output of a silicon PV system by 1.01% (absolute) or 4.79% (relative) compared to
an AR-coated device. As noted previously, however, measured reflectance values are
considerably lower than simulated results. The most likely cause of this anomaly is the presence
of a thin silicon oxide layer coating over the silicon nanopillars. Formed during the plasma etch
process, this layer reduces reflections at the high-RI silicon interface. Assuming a uniform
thickness along the length of the nanopillar, the SiO2 layer will have a greater influence on the
localised refractive index at the top of the pillar than at the bottom. The net effect is an
additional gradation in the refractive index experienced by light diffracting through the
structure and thereby a reduced reflectivity. Applying measured reflectance values to the PV
model suggests a PV efficiency of 24.6% - representing a 3.52% (absolute) or 16.7% (relative)
increase in electrical energy compared to the AR-coated device.
In conclusion, the BCP patterning capabilities described here make exceptional
coatings for improved transparency, light focusing, antireflection and for tuning photon
absorption for a variety of applications on a wide range of surfaces, materials and non-planar
substrates. BCP patterning that avoid previous ‘inherent’ size limitations, that facilitate a high

density ordered array of nanopillars with tunable height, are easily scalable and can be formed
at low temperature. Compared to nanocones and other ‘black’ silicon layers, broadband
antireflection coatings may now be possible for flexible PVs, solar cell technologies, and for
broadband elimination of reflection of high quality glass optics.
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